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Data Privacy Breaches
Pervasiveness of the Internet in Today’s World
What’s the Threat?
Cyber Security Class Action Litigation
‐ Article III Standing (Injury‐in‐Fact)
‐ Case studies: Target, Spokeo
• FTC Jurisdiction Over Data Security
• Threats to NAS (GAO Audits of FAA)

•
•
•
•

Data Privacy Breaches
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Target Breach
•Hacked info included customer names,
credit/debit card numbers, expiration
dates and 3‐digit security codes
•Possibly 40M credit cards
compromised
•Personal info (email and phone
numbers) of up to 110M
•Total cost through 2014: $252M
•Offset by $90M in insurance
proceeds
•Offset by $57M in tax deductions
•Total cost to date: $105M
•Target recently agreed to pay $10M to
victims of attack
•Target readying to pay $19M to settle
with MasterCard

The recent Sony hack

Sony Pictures Breach
• November 2014
• 3000 computers, 600 servers
destroyed
• Took mountains of business
secrets, unreleased movies,
scripts, personal records of
employees
• Up to $100M
• “Dark Soeul” – South Korean
banks – wiped out 40,000
computers, $700M
• This malware v.US capability,
like a moped v. F‐22
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Anthem Breach
• Nation’s second largest
health insurer
• Over 80M people may
have been affected
• Multiple lawsuits
launched within 2 days
of announcement
• Could cost up to $100M

The Internet: Its Everywhere!
The Internet Affects Every Part of
Our Lives

•
•
•
•
•
•

Merchants
Transportation
Financial Services
Devices in the Home
“Cloud” computing
Mobile devices

“Everything” is Online
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banking
Intellectual Property
Personal Information
Military Information
Hospital Systems
Electrical Grids
Aircraft Navigation
Farm Equipment

Number of connected devices in use will reach 4.9 billion this year. By 2020, there
will be 25 billion!!
Source: http://www.wsj.com/articles/nest‐ceo‐tony‐fadell‐on‐the‐future‐of‐the‐internet‐1430104501
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
…Today!

A new television from Samsung will overhear
conversations, convert that information to data
and send it to third parties.

http://www.cnet.com/news/samsungs‐warning‐our‐smart‐tvs‐record‐your‐living‐room‐chatter/

At a hacking competition, a 14 year old used $15 worth of
parts from a Radio Shack to hack into the Bluetooth system of
a vehicle and control its audio system, headlights, horn, wiper
system, locks, and remote start system.

http://www.computerworld.com/article/2886830/with‐15‐in‐radio‐shack‐parts‐14‐year‐old‐hacks‐a‐car.html
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Hackers can look at tens of thousands of unsecured
webcams to gain access into private moments in homes.

http://www.networkworld.com/article/2844283/microsoft‐subnet/peeping‐into‐73‐000‐unsecured‐security‐cameras‐
thanks‐to‐default‐passwords.html

Other Problems: Asymmetric Targets
• E.g., Hacking of U.S.
Soybean Farming
Equipment
– Massive corporate farms:
equipment is engineered for
precise seed settings
• Soil types
• Elevation
• Water exposure

– Machines plant seeds to
precise levels by millimeters
– Hacking of these machines
and manipulations of
measurements could impact
entire food chain
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• FBI recognizes three major
adversaries
– Threat Level 1: Individual
hacker or small group
• Typically takes on hacking for
personal challenges or possibly
some kind of activist activity
(“hacktivists”)
• Joy riding

– Threat Level 2: Criminal
organizations
• Identity theft, fraud, phishing
scams
• Many are located overseas

– Threat Level 3: Foreign
governments conducting state
espionage
• Classified information,
intellectual property, and trade
secrets (industrial espionage)

• Many in the Internet security business make
no distinction between these threat levels.
• Each actor is capable of conducting the same
act with the same interests as the other
• The “passion” of the attackers is what is most
disconcerting to network security advisors
when compared with the “passion” of those
who are tasked with defending the networks.

https://heimdalsecurity.com/blog/corporate‐security‐checklist‐a‐ceos‐guide‐to‐
cyber‐security/
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Problems
• Offense ‐ Persistence of hackers
‐automated “bot‐net” programs to search for weak
points
‐ Passionate and persistent

• Defense – Companies don’t know what they have
(devices with access to their networks, client and
employee information)
• Fail to monitor‐ 75% of breaches found by others
• Like Guerrilla warfare – comes out of the blue

New Defensive Development
Verified Location Technology (VLT)
TED talk – Evan Tann (Cloudware, Inc.)
Cloud based algorithm – triangulates (1500’)
Uses location data outside hacker’s control
(ATM, telco, NFC beacons, etc.)
• Hacker cannot spoof GPS coord, IP address
• User can block or grant access from that area
based on user‐defined acceptable locations

•
•
•
•
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Loss Based on Record Volume

Verizon, 2015 Data Breach Investigation Report, p. 30
available at: http://www.verizonenterprise.com/DBIR

Cyber Security and Litigation
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Federal Class Actions
• FRCP Rule 23 and 28 USC § 1332(d)
• Requirements:
– Commonality:
• one or more legal or factual claims common to the entire class that will
predominate over individual issues

– Adequacy:
• Representative parties must adequately protect the interests of the class

– Numerosity:
• Class so large as to make individual suits impractical

– Typicality
• Claims or defenses must be typical of the plaintiffs or defendants

One other important factor….
• Article III standing!
– Injury‐in‐fact is a major issue in data privacy breaches

• According to SCOTUS, constitutional standing requires a plaintiff show:
(1) it has suffered an ‘injury in fact’ that is
(a) concrete and particularized and
(b) actual or imminent, not conjectural or
hypothetical;
(2) the injury is fairly traceable to the challenged action of the
defendant; and
(3) it is likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that the injury
will be redressed by a favorable decision.
Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Envtl. Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167,
180–81 (2000)

Key SCOTUS Decision on Injury in Fact:
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Clapper v. Amnesty International
• Clapper v. Amnesty International ‐133 S. Ct. 1138 (2013)
• Key Supreme Court decision on issue of Article III standing
• Challenge to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Amendments Act of 2008
– empowers the govt to authorize surveillance w/o showing of probable
cause that target of surveillance is agent of foreign power.
– Govt need only demonstrate that surveillance targets “persons
reasonably believed to be located outside the United States” and seeks
“foreign intelligence information.”

• Human rights and media groups alleged greater
inconvenience and higher costs because need to
conduct secure communications with parties overseas
whom govt. had “probably” targeted for surveillance
• Court finds for government
• Potential intercept of attorney‐client communications
is too speculative
• “a highly attenuated chain of possibilities []does
not satisfy the requirement that threatened injury
must be certainly impending” Clapper 133 S. Ct. at
1148

Impact of Clapper
• Many lower courts hold there is no standing
– Increased risk of future harm does not equal
“imminent“

• Some lower courts say Clapper allows standing
for future harm if pled properly
‐ E.g. where personal information of
members of plaintiff‐class was collected and
actually disclosed via criminal intrusion

Cases Dismissed under Clapper for
Lack of Standing
• Galaria v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 998 F. Supp. 2d 646 (S.D. Ohio
2014)
– Brought under the Fair Credit Reporting Act
– Dismissed because an increased risk of identity theft must be alleged
as “certainly impending“

• Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Grp., LLC, No. 14 C 1735, 2014 WL
4627893 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 16, 2014)
– increased risk of fraudulent charges was sufficiently imminent under
Clapper because 9,200 stolen cards had already been misused
– BUT plaintiffs would not suffer any concrete harm given banks'
reimbursement policies

• Lewert v. P.F. Chang's China Bistro, Inc., No. 14‐CV‐4787, 2014 WL
7005097, at *1 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 10, 2014)
– Partially brought under Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive
Business Practices Act
– speculation of future harm—such as potential identity theft‐‐does not
constitute actual injury and any unauthorized charges and bank fees
would have been reimbursed by banks
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After Clapper Where Increased Risk of
Harm Was Sufficient for Standing:
• In re Sony Gaming Networks & Customer Data Security
Breach Litigation 996 F. Supp. 2d 942 (S.D. Cal. 2014)
– hackers obtained data for 31M Sony users through PlayStation
network, including credit/debit card information.
– District court finds standing based on Krottner v. Starbucks, 628
F. 3d 1139 (9th Cir. 2010) and Clapper, stating neither requires
plaintiffs to allege information was misused by third party. It is
enough that information was “disclosed.”
• Clapper had not set forth a new Article III framework. In re Sony
Gaming, at 961.
• Krottner found Article III standing when the plaintiff faces a “credible
threat of harm” and that harm is “both real and immediate, not
conjectural and hypothetical.” Krottner, 628 F.3d at 1143.

– In July 2014, Sony agreed to a $15M preliminary settlement,
which the court will review in a final fairness hearing in May
2015.

Cases with Standing (Cont.)
• In re Adobe Sys., Inc. Privacy Litig., No. 13‐CV‐05226‐
LHK, 2014 WL 4379916 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 4, 2014)
– Adobe Systems hit with several putative class actions
following 2013 attack on network that compromised the
private information of ~38M customers.
– Court finds threatened harm sufficiently concrete and
imminent to satisfy Clapper
• Plaintiffs' personal information (including names, usernames,
passwords, phone numbers, addresses, and credit card numbers)
allegedly stolen during the breach
– Some instances already surfaced on the Internet

• No need to speculate whether Plaintiffs’ information has been
stolen or whether the hackers intend to misuse the personal
information or whether they will be able to do so
• Threatened harm was certainly impending; costs for credit‐
monitoring services were also an injury that conferred standing.

Cases Alleging More Than an Increased
Risk of Harm
• In re LinkedIn User Privacy Litig., 932 F. Supp. 2d 1089 (N.D. Cal. 2013)
– 2012 hack of LinkedIn; 6.5M user passwords exposed.
– Plaintiffs allege
• breach of contract
• violations of both the fraud and unfair business act prongs of California's Unfair
Competition Law ("UCL").

– Dismissed: only alleges increased risk of future harm w/o alleging actual
misuse of information.
– Second amended complaint, alleges plaintiff paid for LinkedIn‘s premium
subscription in reliance on LinkedIn's Privacy Policy, which stated LinkedIn had
adequate security procedures.
• Asserts LinkedIn's failure to adhere to industry standards and its Privacy Policy had
caused the breach

– Standing granted under both Article III and California's UCL because plaintiff
alleges she acted in reliance upon LinkedIn's misrepresentation in its Privacy
Policy, and would not have purchased a premium subscription otherwise.
– Judge allows plaintiffs to proceed with the fraud claim under the UCL. (Buying
premium service, not receiving the paid‐for benefit = harm, and injury in fact?)
– LinkedIn pays $1.25M to settle (approval pending in May)
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Plaintiff Workarounds
• Allege violations of statutory duties to overcome the
absence of injury. For Example:
• Electronic Communications Privacy Act(“ECPA”) 18
U.S.C. §§2510‐22, 2701‐11, 3121‐26:
– restrictions on wire taps from telephone calls to include
transmissions of electronic data by computer (18
U.S.C. § 2510 et seq.);
– provisions prohibiting access to stored electronic
communications, i.e., the Stored Communications Act
(SCA, 18 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq.); and
– provisions on “pen‐traps” that permit the tracing of
telephone communications (18 U.S.C. § 3121 et seq.).
– See, e.g., In re Zynga Privacy Litig., 750 F.3d 1098 (9th Cir.
2014); Svenson v. Google Inc., No. 13‐CV‐04080‐BLF, 2014
WL 3962820, (N.D. Cal. Aug. 12, 2014)

Plaintiff Workarounds (cont.)
– Stored Communications Act ("SCA") (18 U.S.C. §§ 2701, et seq.).
• protects records held, such as billing, as well as files stored (e.g., e‐
mail, uploaded files) by providers for customers and subscribers; also
limits what a provider may and may not voluntarily disclose to others,
including the government
• See, e.g., Perkins v. LinkedIn Corp., No. 13‐CV‐04303‐LHK, 2014 WL
2751053 (N.D. Cal. June 12, 2014);
• see also In re iPhone Application Litig., 844 F. Supp. 2d 1040 (N.D. Cal.
2012); In re Facebook Privacy Litig., 791 F. Supp. 2d 705 (N.D. Cal.
2011).

– Wiretap Act (18 U.S.C. §§ 2510, et seq.)
• prohibits non‐participating party to a private communication from
intercepting the communication between or among the participating
parties using an “electronic, mechanical, or other device,” unless one
of several statutory exceptions applies.
• One exception is the issuance of an order by a court of competent
jurisdiction that authorizes interception
• See, e.g., In re Zynga Privacy Litig., 750 F.3d 1098 (9th Cir. 2014); In re
Nickelodeon Consumer Privacy Litig., MDL No. 2443, 2014 WL
3012873 (D.N.J. July 2, 2014)

Plaintiff Workarounds (cont.)
• Fair Credit Reporting Act: (15 U.S.C. §§ 1681, et seq.)
– require that consumer reporting agencies adopt
reasonable procedures for meeting the needs of
commerce for consumer credit, personnel, insurance, and
other information in a manner which is fair and equitable
to the consumer, with regard to the confidentiality,
accuracy, relevancy, and proper utilization of such
information.
– sets forth rights for individuals and responsibilities for
consumer reporting agencies in connection with the
preparation and dissemination of personal information in a
consumer report. Consumer reporting agencies are
prohibited from disclosing consumer reports to anyone
who does not have a permissible purpose
– See Robins v.Spokeo, Inc., 742 F.3d 409, 414 (9th Cir. 2014),
petition for cert. accepted, April 27, 2015.
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Plaintiff Workarounds (cont.)
• Telephone Consumer Protection Act (“TCPA”) 42 U.S.C. §§
227 et seq:
– Prohibits the use of autodialers or prerecorded voice messages
to call cellular phones, pagers, or other services for which the
person would be charged for the call, unless the person has
given prior consent
– Authorization for $500 to $1,500 per violation in statutory
damages, which can be aggregated in class action
– Courts and FCC expanded scope of liability under TCPA so that
sellers using 3rd‐party telemarketers can be vicariously liable for
3rd‐party violations of the TCPA under principles of agency.
– See Joint Petition Filed by DISH Network, LLC, for Declaratory
Ruling Concerning the Telephone Consumer Protection Act
(TCPA) Rules, Declaratory Ruling, FCC 13‐54,2013 WL 1934349
(May 9, 2013); Gomez v. Campbell‐Ewald Co., 768 F.3d 871 (9th
Cir. 2014)(third party, not just merchants could be vicariously
liable for violations of the TCPA.); See also Thomas v. Taco Bell
Corp., 2014 U.S. App LEXIS 12547 (9th Cir. July 2, 2014).

Plaintiff Workarounds (cont.)
– Video Privacy Protection Act ("VPPA") (18 U.S.C. §
2710).
• requires video tape service providers, companies that
sell or rent videotapes, to obtain written consent from
consumers to disclose the consumers' personally
identifiable information (i.e., information that identifies
the consumer as having requested or obtained specific
video material or services).
• See, e.g., Sterk v. Redbox Automated Retail, LLC, 770
F.3d 618 (7th Cir. 2014); In re Nickelodeon Consumer
Privacy Litig., No. CIV.A. 12‐07829, 2014 WL 3012873
(D.N.J. July 2, 2014).

Plaintiff Workarounds (cont.)
– California Invasion of Privacy Act(“CIPA") (Cal.
Penal Code §§ 631 and 632).
• prohibits various forms of intentional recording or
eavesdropping without the consent of all parties to a
confidential conversation
• See, e.g., In re Google Inc., No. 13‐MD‐02430‐LHK, 2013
WL 5423918, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Sept. 26, 2013) motion to
certify appeal denied sub nom. In re Google Inc. Gmail
Litig., No. 5:13‐MD‐2430‐LHK, 2014 WL 294441 (N.D.
Cal. Jan. 27, 2014)
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Plaintiff Workarounds (cont.)
– California Unfair Competition Law(“UCL") (Cal.
Business and Professions Code §§ 17200 et seq).
• five definitions of unfair competition:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

an unlawful business act or practice;
an unfair business act or practice;
a fraudulent business act or practice;
unfair, deceptive, untrue or misleading advertising; or
any act prohibited by Sections 17500‐17577.5

• Allows court to order injunctions and other equitable
defenses to prevent the unfair competition

– See, e.g., In re LinkedIn User Privacy Litig., No. 5:12‐
CV‐03088‐EJD, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42696, at *11
(N.D. Cal. March 28, 2014)

Target Data Breach Litigation
• In re Target Corp. Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. MDL 14‐
2522 PAM/JJK, 2014 WL 7192478 (D. Minn. Dec. 18,
2014)
• 2013 massive data breach of Target
– Occurred between 11/27 and 12/15 of 2013
– Credit card info ~40M customers
– Personal information (names, mailing addresses, phone
numbers or email addresses) ~70M customers.
– Target notified of breach by security service
• Had ample time to disrupt theft of credit cards
• Did not act to prevent theft

– Considered second largest retail cyber attack in history
Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/01/10/us‐target‐breach‐idUSBREA090L120140110
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Target Data Breach Litigation
• 50 consolidated class actions, on behalf of consumers
and issuer banks (MDL)

• Consumers
– Used credit or debit cards during the period of the
security breach and had personal financial
information stolen
• Allege unauthorized charges
• Lost access to their accounts
• Forced to pay late fees, card‐replacement fees, and credit
monitoring costs
In re Target Corp. Data Sec. Breach Litig., 2014 WL 7192478 at *1.

Target Data Breach Litigation
• Complaints make 7 claims
– Target violated the consumer protection laws of 49 states (all
states save Alaska) and the District of Columbia;
– Similar violation with respect to the data breach statutes of 38
states;
– Target was negligent in failing to safeguard its customers' data;
– Breach of an implied contract as to Plaintiffs who were not
Target REDcard cardholders;
– Breach of contract as to Plaintiffs who were Target REDcard
cardholders;
– Bailment; and
– Unjust enrichment.
In re Target Corp. Data Sec. Breach Litig., 2014 WL 7192478 at *1.

Target Data Breach Litigation
• Target: argues no standing because there was
no injury based on unauthorized credit/debit
card charges because no indication charges
had gone unreimbursed. 12 (b) (6) motion
• Court: argument "set a too‐high standard for
Plaintiffs to meet at the motion‐to‐dismiss
stage,"
– sufficient for plaintiffs to allege injuries were
"fairly traceable" to Target's conduct.
In re Target Corp. Data Sec. Breach Litig., 2014 WL 7192478 at *2.
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Target Data Breach Litigation
• Issue banks’ complaint: standing not a concern since the plaintiff
issuer banks had borne the financial losses arising from fraudulent
charges on their customers' payment cards.
– Court found Target owed a duty of care to the issuer banks with regard
to its data security practices.
• Breach was foreseeable because Target had deliberately disabled one of the
security features that could have prevented the harm.

• Court: Ultimately finds standing at the pleading stage for both
plaintiff groups
• Finds private right of action for data breach under statutes of 26
states, no private right of action (state official only) in 12 states, no
statute in 11 states.
• Consider issue of standing at motion‐to‐dismiss stage or class‐
certification stage? Authority both ways, but here, consider
standing for five jurisdictions after class certification.
In re Target Corp. Data Sec. Breach Litig., 2014 WL 7192478

Target Data Breach Litigation
• Consequences:
– Target offer’s $10M settlement to consumers
(currently has preliminary approval).
– Target agrees to $19M settlement with Master
Card (pending approval)
– Target still working on settlement with Visa which
allegedly has an even bigger claim

Target Data Breach Litigation
• Complications:
– Small banks and credit unions are fighting settlement
between Target and Visa and Mastercard
– Smaller banks absorb fraud losses and pay for new
cards at a much higher rate ($10/card) than big banks
($3/card)
– 4/27/2015: small banks and credit unions ask fed.
Judge to pursue add’l compensation,
– Similar challenge being mounted in Home Depot data
breach case
http://www.wsj.com/articles/after‐target‐and‐home‐depot‐breaches‐small‐lenders‐
object‐to‐settlements‐1430175638
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?

?

Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.

Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.

• Spokeo is a website that provides information
about individuals
–
–
–
–
–

Names/Addresses
Phone numbers/Emails
Occupation
Economic health
Wealth level

• Fair Credit Reporting Act imposes penalties of
$100‐$1000 per violation for publishing
inaccurate personal information

?

Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.

• Spokeo reports that Plaintiff:
– Had graduate degree
– Was wealthy

• Plaintiff claims report contained inaccurate information
that could adversely affect his ability to obtain credit,
employment, insurance, etc
– Caused anxiety, stress, concern, worry

• Spokeo’s defense: Not a consumer reporting agency under
the FCRA; plaintiff has no standing ;suffered no actual
injury.
• District court: Dismissed – harm to employment prospects
speculative – mere violation of FCRA does not confer
standing where no injury in fact properly pled.
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?

Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.

• Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit:
• Issue: Whether violation of statutory rights are
concrete, de facto injuries that can provide basis for
standing where plaintiff did not plead specific actual
damages?
– Standing: Statute does not require actual harm when there
are “willful” violations;
– Plaintiff suffered a “personal” injury and not a “collective”
injury (his financial reputation)
– When injury in fact is a violation of a statutory right,
causation and redressibility usually satisfied.

?

Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.

• SCOTUS just accepted for certiorari:
– Does an “injury‐in‐law” satisfy Article III’s “injury‐in‐fact”
requirement?

• 9th, 6th, 10th and DC Circuits support the “no injury”
concept
• 2nd and 4th Circuits find directly to contrary.
• Cert. Pet. Question Presented: “Whether Congress may
confer Article III standing upon a plaintiff who suffers
no concrete harm, and who therefore could not
otherwise invoke the jurisdiction of a federal court, by
authorizing a private right of action based on a bare
violationn of a federal statute.”

Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.

?

• Impact of decision:
– Major class actions currently pending under:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA)
The Video Privacy Act (VPPA)
The Stored Communications Act
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)
Numerous traditional consumer protections acts
Other Statutes

(See earlier slide for references)
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?

Robins v. Spokeo, Inc.
– Netflix faced class action worth billions
– Google: trillions
– Facebook has class actions with over 3.6M people
with statutory claims ranging from $2,500 to $10K
per violation
– Settlements under TCPA:
• Capital One: $75M
• Bank of America: $32M
• Jiffy Lube: $47M
Source: http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=5da1f164‐7663‐4380‐
8fc8‐622393da31bd

Email Scanning Litigation

Premise: mining user emails for use in
targeted advertising
• Case alleges violation of state and federal laws
• Scope is potentially massive
• Violations are based on standard industry
practices
• Companies collecting info should consider:
– What info is permissible to collect
– Use of communications
– Required disclosures to collect and use
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In re Google Gmail Litigation
• In re Google Inc., No. 13‐MD‐02430‐LHK, 2013 WL 5423918
(N.D. Cal. Sept. 26, 2013) motion to certify appeal denied
sub nom. In re Google Inc. Gmail Litig., No. 5:13‐MD‐2430‐
LHK, 2014 WL 294441 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 27, 2014)
• Plaintiffs assert violations of:
– Electronic Communications Privacy Act ("ECPA") (18 U.S.C. §§
2510, et seq.),
– The California Invasion of Privacy Act ("CIPA") (Cal. Penal Code
§§ 631 and 632), and
– various state laws.

• Allege Google mined content of private Gmail messages
w/o users' permission, targeted advertising for financial
gain.

In re Google (cont.)
• Under ECPA, Court found the Plaintiffs adequately pled:
–
–
–
–

scanning was not in ordinary course of business (Id. at *9),
contrary to state practices (Id. at *21), and
is not instrumental to Google’s ability to transmit emails (Id. at *12)
Plaintiff’s did not consent to scanning (Id. at *15).

• Under CIPA, Court finds:
– CIPA does apply to email communications (Id. at *21)
– BUT, Internet‐based communications are not “confidential” under CIPA
(Id. at *23)

• BUT, Judge denies motion for class cert
– Individual issues will predominate over common issues w/r/t consent
issues In re Google Inc.Gmail Litig.., No. 13‐MD‐02430‐LHK, 2014 WL
1102660, at *11 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 18, 2014)

• 9th Cir. Denies appeal; parties stipulate to dismissal of all claims w/
prejudice. (Id. at *21).

Class Actions Against Yahoo!
• Following In re Google, 6 separate class actions
against Yahoo! with similar theories;
• Consolidated into 4 cases: Holland et al v. Yahoo!
Inc., No. 13‐cv‐04980, Dkt. No. 27 (Jan. 22, 2014)
• Court grants Yahoo!’s motion to dismiss EPCA
claim
– Terms of service established express consent under
EPCA
• Specifically endorses practice of scanning emails to target
ads and to create user profiles
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Yahoo! (cont.)
• Court dismisses plaintiffs' claim that Yahoo! violated the Stored
Communications Act by accessing stored communications:
– Dismissed since electronic service providers have immunity from such
claims.

• Court dismisses claims under California Constitution:
– requires that plaintiffs plead specific content in which they allege a
privacy interest.

• Court allows plaintiffs' CIPA § 631 claim and their claim under the
SCA:
– Alleges Yahoo! Disclosed emails without authorization.

• Parties are conducting discovery.
• Plaintiffs will seek to certify only a Rule 23(b)(1) and/or (b)(2) class
(not a (b)(3) "damages" class)
– Most likely to avoid the predominance issues from the Gmail cases

FTC v. Wyndham
• FTC asserts authority to regulate privacy
practices of companies pursuant to Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act (“FTC
Act”) which prohibits “deceptive” and “unfair”
practices
• FTC enforcement action in privacy and data
security can result in a consent decree that
serves as a judgment and is agreed to by the
FTC and the company
• Consent decrees impose obligations on
companies
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FTC v. Wyndham
• Sample consent decrees:
– In the Matter of Compete, Inc.:
• FTC alleges Compete fails to disclose amount of data
collected on website and misrepresented privacy
practices
• Consent decree:
– prevent Compete from collecting data through data collection
agent unless consumer gives express consent following notice
– Must expressly state if company will share info w/ 3rd parties
– Places limitations on the use of data previously collected and
make disclosures about previous practices

FTC v. Wyndham
• Sample consent decrees (cont.):
– In the Matter of Epic Marketplace, Inc.:
• FTC alleges false representations to customers about
“history sniffing”
• Consent decree:
– Prohibits Epic from history sniffing and transferring, using,
disclosing, selling, or disseminating information already
collected
– Epic can’t make misrepresentations about data collection and
how its used

FTC v. Wyndham
• Sample consent decrees (cont.):
– In the Matter of HTC America, Inc.:
• FTC alleges HTC failed to provide adequate security
which introduced vulnerabilities to devices
• Consent decree:
– Ordered standard compliance with FTC’s data security formats
– Required HTC to develop certain security patches to fix
vulnerabilities on devices
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FTC v. Wyndham
•
•
•

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) filed suit in federal district court against global
hotel company Wyndham Worldwide Corporation and for failing to maintain
reasonable and appropriate data security practices for sensitive customer data.
deceptive and unfair acts prohibited by Section 5 of the FTC Act.
Unfair act because "unreasonably and unnecessarily exposed consumers' personal
data to unauthorized access and theft“ including
– failure to use readily available security measures, such as firewalls;
– storage of credit card information in clear text;
– failure to implement reasonable information security procedures prior to connecting local
computer networks to corporate‐level networks;
– failure to address known security vulnerabilities on servers;
– use of default user names and passwords for access to servers;
– failure to require employees to use complex user IDs and passwords to access company
servers;
– failure to inventory computers to appropriately manage the network;
– failure to maintain reasonable security measures to monitor unauthorized computer access;
– failure to conduct security investigations; and
– failure to reasonably limit third‐party access to company networks and computers.

Wyndham (cont.)
• FTC says deficient security practices led to
three unauthorized intrusions between 2008
and 2010.
– allegedly caused:
• compromise of >619,000 consumer payment card
account numbers,
• exportation of many account numbers to Russian
domain
• fraudulent charges on many consumers' accounts, and
• more than $10.6 million in fraud loss

Wyndham (cont.)
• Wyndham moved to dismiss the FTC's suit.
– Challenged FTC's data security authority under unfairness prong
of Section 5 of the FTC Act.
• Authorizes the FTC to prohibit acts that cause or are likely to cause
substantial injury to consumers that consumers cannot reasonably
avoid and that is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to
consumers or competition.

– Company argued that by adopting targeted data security
legislation, Congress has settled on "a less extensive regulatory
scheme."
• Scheme rendered superfluous if the FTC is allowed to impose general
data security standards under its Section 5 authority.

• Wyndham argued FTC disclaimed authority to regulate data
security practices.
– FTC made public statements between 1998 and 2001 in which it
disclaimed authority to regulate data security.
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Wyndham (cont.)
• District court rejected Wyndham's arguments and
denied the company's motion to dismiss.
– Data security legislation was intended "to complement—
not preclude—the FTC's authority.“

• Three statements by FTC did not amount to a
disclaimer of authority by the FTC
• Wyndham also argued even if Section 5 grants the FTC
data security authority, it would violate principles of
fair notice and due process to hold the company liable:
FTC failed to adequately notify companies through
"rules, regulations, or other guidelines“
– District court rejected argument

Current Arguments before 3rd
Circuit Court
• Wyndham
– Whatever definition of “unfair trade practices” is,
it can’t be stretched to include negligent behavior
that allowed criminal activity to take place
– Congress has been concerned with overreaching
by the FTC in the past
• FTC wants a data security breach to be strict liability
standard

Current Arguments (cont.)
• FTC
– FTC often brings novel cases before the Federal
courts
– Congress has given them the option to go before
federal courts or FTC court
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Current Arguments (cont.)
• The Court of Appeals asked counsel two questions in
advance of oral argument, and then asked for
supplemental briefing on these questions after oral
argument :
– Has the FTC declared that unreasonable cybersecurity
practices are “unfair,” 15 U.S.C. § 45(a), through the
procedures in the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C.
§§ 41‐58?
– Assuming it has not, is the FTC asking the federal courts to
determine that unreasonable cybersecurity practices are
“unfair” in the first instance, and if so, can the courts do so
in this case brought under 15 U.S.C. § 53(b)?

Current Arguments (cont.)
• FTC said at oral argument that rulemaking in
the cybersecurity area is “a very cumbersome
process,” and that “it would never end
because the technology changes so fast.”
• Wyndham argues that the FTC has previously
used the rulemaking procedures to clarify
unfairness in other contexts, and also points
to several statutes that require the FTC to
promulgate cybersecurity rules.

Potential Impact
• Potential to change how businesses and the
FTC interact moving forward.
• Could also revise the FTC’s current authority
and discretion in bringing unfairness cases in
new areas.
• Cybersecurity practices in general
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Threats to Aviation Industry
“America must also face the rapidly growing threat from cyber‐attacks. We
know hackers steal people's identities and infiltrate private e‐mail. We know
foreign countries and companies swipe our corporate secrets. Now our enemies
are also seeking the ability to sabotage our power grid, our financial institutions,
and our air traffic control systems. We cannot look back years from now and
wonder why we did nothing in the face of real threats to our security and our
economy.”
‐ President Obama, State of the Union Address, February 12, 2013

Source: http://observer.com/2013/02/obama‐unveils‐executive‐order‐on‐
cybersecurity

Basic Threats
• Theft/Misuse of Personal Data
– Clients/Employees (personal information)

• Disruption of ATC equipment (computer and
communications systems)
• Interference/Destruction of Equipment
(joyriding, terrorism, hactivism)
• Aircraft Internet connectivity issues
GAO, Information Security: FAA Needs to Address Weaknesses in Air Traffic Control
Systems, GAO‐15‐221 (Washington D.C. January 2015).

National Airspace System (NAS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Traffic Control Systems
ATC Procedures
Operational Facilities
Aircraft
People who certify, operate and maintain
19K Airports
600 ATC Facilities
65K Other Facilities

•
•
•
•
•

46K FAA Personnel
608K Pilots
228K Aircraft
2850 flights at any given moment
Operates 24/7 – 365 days

– Radar, communication nodes, ground‐based NAVAIDS, Computer displays,
Radios
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Geography of the NAS
• 500 ATC towers supervising flight within 5 miles
of runway
• 160 Terminal Radar Approach Control facilities
providing services within 40 miles of an airport
and up to 10K feet above in major metropolitan
areas
• 22 Air Route Traffic Control Centers control and
monitor planes over continental U.S.
– Control over 100K square miles of air space

• Air Traffic Control System Command Center
manages flow of air traffic in the U.S.

The NAS Network
• Entire system relies on the adequacy and reliability of
the air traffic control systems
– Vast network of hardware, software and communications
equipment
– Relies on 100 ATC systems to process and track worldwide
flights
– Process: radar, weather, flight plans, surveillance,
navigation/landing guidance, traffic management, air‐to‐
ground communication, voice, network management,
airspace restrictions
– Approximately 1/3 of all air traffic control systems rely on
Internet Protocol (IP) based networking technologies for
communication
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NextGen
• Since 2004, FAA currently modernizing the ATC
system through the Next Generation Air
Transportation System (NextGen)
– Aims to transform the current air transportation
system to satellite based from ground based
– Will use an Internet Protocol (IP) based network to
communicate
• Exposes the air‐traffic control (ATC) system to new
cybersecurity risks.
GAO, Air Traffic Control: FAA Needs a More Comprehensive Approach to Address
Cybersecurity As Agency Transitions to NextGen, GAO‐15‐370 (Washington D.C.: April
2015).

NextGen (Cont.)
• FAA classifies six programs as its foundational
NextGen programs:
– Surveillance and Broadcast Services Subsystem
(SBSS),
– Collaborative Air Traffic Management (CATM),
– Common Support Services Weather (CSS‐Wx),
– Data Communications (Data Comm),
– NAS Voice Switch (NVS), and
– System Wide Information Management (SWIM)
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What has the Federal Government
Done to Protect the NAS?
• Feb 2013: President Obama signs E.O. 13636 “Improving
Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity
– Directs National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to
develop voluntary framework to help organizations to align
cybersecurity with business requirements, risk tolerances, and
resources

• Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002
(FISMA)
– Directs federal agencies to develop, document and implement
an agency‐wide information security program to provide
security for the information and information systems that
support operations and assets of the agency
– Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 (Pub. L.
No. 113‐283, Dec. 18, 2014). Supercedes FISMA.

Federal Government Protections
(cont.)
• FISMA assigns NIST with developing standards and
guidelines that must include, at a min.:
1. Standards to be used by agencies to categorize all of
their information and information systems based on the
objectives of providing appropriate levels of information
security according to risk range levels.
2. Guidelines recommending the types of information and
information systems to be included in each category; and
3. Minimum information security requirements for
information and information systems in each category

• NIST developed a risk management framework of
standards and guidelines for agencies to follow in
developing information security programs
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What is the FAA Doing?
• Several entities within the ATO share
responsibility for information security‐related
activities (NAS Security Risk Exec./Info.
Security Sys. Group/NAS Cyber Opns./ISS
Engn./etc)
• FAA Office of Information and Technology
(AIT)(Security of FAA’s non‐NAS info. System)
• Cyber Security Steering Committee

FAA Actions to Protect (cont.)
• Policies and procedures to control Access to
NAS systems and for configuring its systems
securely
• Implemented firewalls and other boundary
protections controls

GAO Recommended Improvements
• 17 publicly‐available recommendations (guard
against non‐NAS interconnectivity, better
encryption, better personnel training, develop
threat models and systems to guard against
them, update software and patches, complete
contigency plans, etc.)
• 168 specific actions (separate report)
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GAO NextGen Report
• GAO found FAA faces cybersecurity challenges
in at least three areas:
(1) protecting its air traffic control (ATC)
information systems,
(2) securing aircraft avionics used to
operate and guide aircraft, and
(3) clarifying cybersecurity roles and
responsibilities among multiple FAA
offices.

GAO NextGen Cyber Report
Recommendations
• Assess developing cybersecurity threat model
• Include FAA Office of Safety (AVS) as full
member of Cyber Security Steering
Committee (FAA disagrees)
• Develop a plan to implement NIST revisions
within OMB timeframes

Legacy NAS ATC vs. NAS IP Networks
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Legacy NAS ATC Systems
• Legacy – difficult to access remotely, since few
connect to external entities, limited lines of
direct communication within FAA; but
generally not protected with cybersecurity
controls.
• But if breach, easier to damage, along with
other systems to which connected.

NextGen NAS IP Networks
• Better cybersecurity controls; more resilient
• Allows systems to interoperate, but damage can
spread to other systems on the network
HYBRID
Using both IP‐connected and point‐to‐point
subsystems increases potential for latter to be
compromised; GAO recommendations address
these weaknesses.

Hacking Airplane Avionics?
• Security expert on a UA aircraft tweeted:
“Find myself on a 737/800, lets see Box‐IFE‐ICE‐
SATCOM? Shall we start playing with EICAS
messages? “PASS OXYGEN ON” Anyone? :)?”
On arrival, FBI took him for questioning and seized
his laptop and other devices. A few days later he
was denied boarding on a flight.
Previously interviewed (CNN) saying he could
connect to a computer under his seat to view
engine, fuel and flight mgmt. systems.
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Is there a risk to airplane hacking?
GAO – Modern aircraft interconnectedness to the
internet can potentially provide unauthorized
remote access to aircraft avionics systems.
FAA does not have certification standards for
cybersecurity – issues rules with limited scope
(Special Conditions).
Since on modern aircraft (B787, A380) avionics
are no longer isolated, FAA is working on new
certifications standards to protect from
unauthorized external and internal access.
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Aireon
• Full global and continuous space‐based
monitoring and control of aircraft, even over
oceans and remote regions where it is not
currently possible.
• Use space‐qualified Automatic Dependent
Surveillance‐Broadcast (ADS‐B) receivers built
into 66 satellites in Iridium NEXT, Iridium's
second‐generation satellite constellation,
– NEXT satellites scheduled to launch 2015 to 2017,
with full service expected by 2017.

Coverage Comparisons
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